English:
2. Learn spellings from Oxford Reading Circle : pp. 11-15

Bengali:
1. Learn to read and write
   অ – অ
   ক – ক
2. Handwriting: NL pp.1, 2 & 3 (ঝ ট প ম য র ল)
3. SBS : Do pp. 1 & 2

Hindi:
1. Learn to read and write
   अ – अ:
   क – क
2. Handwriting: SM pp.1 and 2
3. PP pp. 9, 10, 11 and 12

Arithmetic:
Book of Sums : Work out the sums on pp. 14, 19 & 31

EVS:
Do SW Bk. pp. 3-5, 8 & 17

Western Music:
Learn songs from Let’s Sing Together:
1. Magic of Love - pp.34
2. On Top of Spaghetti - pp.38
3. Do-Re-Mi - pp.7

Activity:
Prepare a wall hanging or a toy using any of the following materials:
a. marble paper
b. recycled materials.
The craft item should be brought on the day school reopens.

This holiday homework is also available on the school website www.southpoint.edu.in